Evaluating Nanoparticle Binding to Blood Compartment Immune Cells in High-Throughput with Flow Cytometry.
Nanoparticles are increasingly being utilized for in vivo applications, where they are implemented as carriers for drugs, contrast agents for noninvasive medical imaging, or delivery vehicles for macromolecular agents such as DNA or proteins. However, they possess many physical and chemical properties that cause them to become rapidly recognized by the immune system as a foreign body, leading to their clearance and elimination, even before they may accumulate to critical concentrations at anatomic and cellular sites of action. The techniques described in this chapter aim to identify potential interactions of test, fluorescently tagged nano-formulations with circulating immune cells, with the goal of predicting potentially problematic formulations that may be rapidly cleared following in vivo administration. The techniques make use of flow cytometry, a method commonly used in immunology to phenotype and identify immune cell subtypes based on their expression of signature surface marker profiles.